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Chapter 1 : Old English Poetic Metre
In poetry, metre or meter (american; see spelling differences) is the basic rhythmic structure of a verse or lines
in verseny traditional verse forms prescribe a specific verse metre, or a certain set of metres alternating in a
particular order. the study and the actual use of metres and forms of versification are both known as prosody.
(within linguistics, "prosody" is used in a more Old norse poetry has many metrical forms. they range from the
relatively simple fornyrðislag to the deeply complex dróttkvætt, the "courtly metre".. in eddic poetry, the
metric structures are generally simple, and are almost invariably ljóðaháttr or fornyrðislag. ljóðaháttr, (known
also as the "metre of chants"), because of its structure, which comprises broken stanzas, lends itself Sonnet:
sonnet, fixed verse form of italian origin consisting of 14 lines that are typically five-foot iambics rhyming
according to a prescribed scheme. the sonnet is unique among poetic forms in western literature in that it has
retained its appeal for major poets for five centuries. the form seems to10: it will easily be perceived, that the
only part of this sonnet which is of any value is the lines printed in italics; it is equally obvious, that, except in
the rhyme, and in the use of the single word ’fruitless’ for fruitlessly, which is so far a defect, the language of
these lines does in no respect differ from that of prose.Free verse and formal verse . there is one more set of
terms you need to know about the structure of. poetry: free verse and formal verse.. free verse. free verse is
lyric poetry that doesn't follow a particular rhyme patternAcadÉmie franÇaise (a-ka-day-mee frwah-sehz) see
under poet laureate. acatalectic a term describing a line of verse which is metrically complete, i.e., not
shortened by the omission of the ending syllable of the final footatalexis is the opposite of catalexis. (compare
hypercatalectic). accent the rhythmically significant stress in the articulation of words, giving some syllables
more English literature, the body of written works produced in the english language by inhabitants of the
british isles (including ireland) from the 7th century to the present day. the major literatures written in english
outside the british isles are treated separately under american literature, australian literature, canadian
literature, and new zealand literature.
Robert frost was born in san francisco, but his family moved to lawrence, massachusetts, in 1884 following his
father’s death. the move was actually a return, for frost’s ancestors were originally new englanders, and frost
became famous for his poetry’s engagement with new england locales, identities, and themes.English .
literature expresses the values and aspirations, the certainties and uncertainties of the societies in which it was
created. to study english at university is to take up these questions in a rigorous and systematic way, relating
them to a literary culture of exceptional richness and diversity, extending over a thousand years and more.
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